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LO: I understand that Genesis 1 can mean 
different things to different people.
• We read Genesis 1 and interpreted what it meant to us and what it 

may mean to some Christians. We compared it to evolution and 
cosmology to see if there were any similarities and differences. We 
then asked lots of questions about the beginning of life and thought 
how it could be answered by either Genesis 1 or science.

Why doesn’t Genesis mention 
dinosaurs? Why is the universe 

here? Does my life have a meaning? 

We drew pictures to 
demonstrate how we 

believe life was created.



I understand why many Christians find 
science and faith go together.
We read about a scientist – Dr Jennifer Wiseman - who is also a 
Christian. We thought about how she would answer questions about 
how life was created. 

What does your experience as a space explorer teach you about God?’ I don’t believe studying the heavens scientifically will 
prove the existence of God. Science is not a tool for proving or disproving God. In fact, when there are things that we don’t 
understand in nature it is very dangerous to say that this is evidence of God. However, if one does have eyes of faith, one 
can look at some of the things we see in the universe and infer some characteristics of God. We see unbelievable beauty in 
the universe — looking at images of space we see spiral galaxies that are awesome in their symmetry and brilliance. There 
are hundreds of billions of galaxies and hundreds of billions of stars in each galaxy. It should continue to make your jaw 
drop. The God that I continue to believe in has been working for an awfully long time sculpting the universe through the 
magnificent laws and dynamics of nature. It’s absolutely awe-inspiring

I wonder if she ever 
has conflicts with her 

own religious and 
scientific views?



I understand some Christian beliefs about life 
and creation. 
• We sorted some statements on a continuum line: from All Christians 

believe... to No Christians believe... We then placed the statements 
on the line. There were a few definite answers for this, but we 
needed to explain our reasons for where we’ve placed them on the 
line.

Some of these statements are 
from atheists so do not believe 
in God so we put them on ‘No 

Christians believe’

The agnostic views were 
harder to place and varied 

along the line as these 
people are undecided if God 

exists or say you cannot 
know if God exists.



I can discuss the statement: ‘Genesis explores why the 
universe and life exists. Science explores how the universe 
works the way it does’

We produced lots of questions that could be answered by only science 
and only religion. We got into different groups and acted our scenarios. 
We then debated whether Science and religion could complement each 
other.

Science cannot answer all 
the questions, some people 

turn to their own world 
views to answer them.

As a class we agreed 
that science and 
creation can be 

complementary as we 
learn new things 

everyday.
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